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SUMMARY

X-ray spectra due to intrinsic Titanium are obtained on the FTU tokamak by using a
space resolved bent crystal spectrometer. In a single discharge, spectra along five
lines of sight with a maximum of 16 acquisitions at different times are recorded. Line
identification is straightforward from previously published 77 spectra, and no
wavelength disagreement (within the experimental errors) has been observed. To fit
the spectra, three different methods are tested, each having as free parameters the
background level, position (i.e. channel number of the peak), intensity and width of
the resonance w line, and line intensity ratios of the satellites with respect to the
resonance. Many informations can be deduced from the results of the fit: ion and
electron temperatures, He-like/Li-like ion charge ratio, Titanium density in the
plasma core. Synthetic spectra built up with the values calculated by the fits are
compared with the experimental data, and the temperature values are compared with
the values from other diagnostics. The best agreement for ion and electron
temperatures is obtained by simultaneous fitting of the resonance with 29 most
prominent resolved and unresolved satellites; intensities of the dielectronic satellites
have been calculated with the Boltzmann-Saha equation, while intensities of
intercombination lines x and y and forbidden line z have been calculated with the
Mewe's formula. For the dielectronic satellites as well as for intercombination lines,
simulations are satisfactory, whereas for the forbidden line z the simulated lines are
only 15-30% of the corresponding experimental values. A comparison of the
resonance peak positions in different lines of sight allowed to exclude poloidal
plasma rotation velocities > 2 l(r m/s.

(FTU, X-RAY, SPECTROSCOPY, TITANIUM, PLASMA ROTATION)

RIASSUNTO

Gli spettri nei raggi X del titanio intrinseco nel tokamak FTU sono rivelati per mezzo
di uno spettrometro a cristallo curvo con risoluzione spaziale. In ogni sparo vengono
registrati spettri su 5 linee di vista, con un massimo di 16acquisizioni a tempi
differenti. L'identificazione delle righe e immediata grazie agli spettri gia pubblicati,
e, entro gli errori sperimentali, non si osservano differenze nelle lunghezze d'onda.
Per effettuare il fit degli spettri, vengono provati tre diversi metodi, ognuno dei quali
ha come parametri liberi il livello del fondo, la posizione (cioe il canale
corrispondente al picco), 1'intensita e la larghezza della riga di risonanza w, e i
rapporti tra le intensita delle righe satelliti rispetto alia riga di risonanza. Dai risultati
del fit si ottengono mimerose informazioni: temperatura ionica ed elettronica,
rapporto tra gli stati di ionizzazione He-like e Li-like, densita del titanio al centra del
plasma. Si paragonano quindi gli spettri sintetici ricostruiti a partire dai valori
calcolati dal fit con i dati sperimentali, e i valori ottenuti per le temperature sono
confrontati con quelli delle altre diagnostiche. L'accordo migliore sulle temperature
ioniche e elettroniche si ottiene operando contemporaneamente il fit della riga di
risonanza con le 29 righe satelliti piu intense, sia risolte che non risolte; le intensita
delle righe dielettroniche sono state calcolate a partire dall'equazione di Boltzmann-
Saha, mentre Ie intensita sia delle righe di intercombinazione x e y che della riga
proibita z sono state ricavate con la formula di Mewe. Sia per le righe satelliti
dielettroniche che per le due righe di intercombinazione, le simulazioni sono
soddisfacenti, mentre per la riga proibita z i rapporti simulati di questa rispetto alia
risonanza risultano solo il 15-30% dei corrispondenti valori sperimentali. II
confronto tra la posizione della riga di risonanza in differenti linee di vista ha
permesso di escludere rotazioni poloidali del plasma con velocita > 2 10 m/s.
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X-RAY DIAGNOSTICS OF HE-LIKE TITANIUM

WITH THE BENT CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER ON

FTU

1 INTRODUCTION

H-like and He-like ions of high-Z elements (from Ar to Cu), often observed in the hot core of
tokamak plasmas, and their spectra, including both the resonance lines and the associated
satellites, have been detected by using high resolution (XyA>> 10000) bent crystal spectrometers
in the wavelength region of few angstrom [1]. The observation of these spectra is useful for
plasma diagnosis, since it provides measurements of ion and electron temperatures, plasma
velocity, and ion charge state distribution. Ion temperature Tj and plasma velocity are obtained,
respectively, from the Doppler broadening and from the Doppler shift of the strongest X-ray
lines (the w resonance line Is2 ^SQ - Is2p jP] in the following analysis of the titanium He-like
spectrum). Electron temperature Te and ion charge state distribution are obtainable by evaluating
suitable ratios of satellite to resonance line intensity. For satellites produced through dielectronic
recombination processes, these ratios, as long as contribution to resonance different from
excitation from ground state is negligible, are an inverse function of Te and independent of the
ion charge state. If the satellites, on the other hand, are produced through inner-shell excitation
(the so-called "collisional" satellites), the satellite to resonance line intensity ratio is proportional
to the density ratio of the two parent ions, once the contribution from dielectronic recombination
has been subtracted. The impurity density can be measured by an absolutely calibrated
spectrometer. Moreover, to check the atomic data provided by calculations, it is possible to
evaluate the dielectronic recombination rate coefficients, and to study experimentally, for He-
like ion spectra, the intensities of the intercombination lines x (Is2 1So-ls2p 3P2) and y
(Is2 lS0-ls2p 3pj), and the forbidden line z (Is2 1S0-ls2s 3Sj).

With the FTU crystal X-ray spectrometer He-like titanium spectra are recorded, and spatial
resolution is possible along different lines of sight, by using a single crystal, a two dimensional
detector and a suitable slit between the crystal and the detector. In this paper the method adopted
to fit the experimental data, is presented along with some results of the analysis with space
resolved measurements obtained on the FTU tokamak.



The FTU plasma parameters and the crystal spectrometer are described in Section 2. As
described in Section 3, to fit the spectra, three different ways are tested, each allowing to
evaluate Tj and Te having as free parameters the background level, position (i.e. channel
number of the peak), intensity and width of the resonance w line, and line intensity ratios of the
satellites with respect to the resonance line. Comparisons of the experimental spectra with the
spectra built up from the values given by the fits, and comparisons of T, and Te measurements
with the corresponding values from other diagnostics, are discussed in Section 4.

In Section 5 the research for a poloidal rotation of the plasma is discussed. A summary of the
results and conclusions is presented in the final Section 6.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER

FTU is a high toroidal field (R=0.935 m, a=0.295 m, BT=3.8-7.1 T) tokamak [2]
characterised by a TZM (Molybdenum) toroidal limiter, an average high ohmic power density
(>1.5 MW/ra3) and a wide range of main plasma parameters (<ne>=0.2-^2xl020 nr3 for the line
averaged density, and Ip=0.3-^1.0 MA for the plasma current). Lower hybrid (8 GHz) plasma
heating is available, with total coupled LH power up to 1.7 MW so far. The discharges
considered here have different main plasma parameters.

The high resolution bent crystal spectrometer [3] uses the typical Johann configuration (fig. la);
a two dimensional MWPC (multi-wire proportional chamber) detector and a variable slit, located
between the crystal and the detector (fig. lb), allow a space resolved view of the plasma
poloidal section. Up to 16 acquisitions of 80 ms, with five spectra per acquisition
(corresponding to 5 chords of 3 cm height, where the upper chord has a minor throughput
because of vignetting) are possible for a single shot.

The spectrometer observes the spectrum between the Is2p xPi —> 1 s2 'So resonance transition
(^=0.26097 nm) and the Is2s 3S]-^ls2 'Pi transition (kz=0.26361 nm) of the He-like
Titanium. In spite of the high resolution of the spectrometer (k I AX > 10000), the resonance is
distorted by the presence of unresolved dielectronic satellites, whose additional electron is in a
quantum state n>3. Line identification follows Gabriel's notation [4]; no wavelength
disagreement has been observed with previously published Ti spectra from PDX [5] and TFTR
[6] tokamaks.

3 LINE INTENSITY RATIOS FROM LEAST SQUARES LINE FITS

The experimental spectrum, in which the strongest lines are indicated, is shown in fig. 2,

obtained during the steady state phase of an ohmic discharge with <ne>=0.5xl020 nr3 , Ip=0.5
MA and B-p=6 T as plasma parameters. To fit the spectrum, three different ways are possible.



a) crystal

Figure 1 - X-ray bent crystal spectrometer: a) horizontal and b) vertical geometry.
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Figure 2 - Experimental spectrum during an ohmic discharge as function ofX. Arbitrary units. The strongest
lines are indicated.

I. The first way (fig. 3a) performs a last-squares Voigt function fit for the resonance line
(thick line), and a separated Gauss function fit for the resolved satellites (thin line). The
Voigt profile extends from the beginning of the short wavelength wing of the resonance line
to approximately half maximum on the long wavelength wing. This allows to exclude the
distorted side of the resonance line from the fit, thus decreasing the error due to the
unresolved dielectronic satellites (dashed line). The fit has the background level, position
(i.e. channel number), intensity and width of the resonance w line as free parameters. To
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evaluate the ion temperature Tv the Voigt function takes account of the natural linewidth
(Lorenzian), convoluted with the Doppler broadening and the instrument function of the
spectrometer (both Gaussian). In a second step, the Voigt function is prosecuted to the end
of the long wavelength wing, and the difference between the function and the experimental
data gives a measure of the total intensity of the unresolved satellites. The intensity ratio
between these satellites and the resonance gives the first measurement of the electron
temperature Tecj. The spectrum with the resolved satellites is then fitted by assuming the
values obtained from the Voigt fit of the resonance as Doppler broadening and as
background level; the position and the intensity of each resolved satellite is taken as a free
parameter. Two other values of the electron temperature Tej and Te^ are thus obtained from
the relative intensities of the j and k satellites with respect to w. Their intensities are
calculated through the Boltzmann-Saha equation [7] from the intensity of the resonance, by
using the atomic data of Bely-Dubau et al. [5] and the Mewe's formula [8] as a resonance
collisional excitation coefficient. No wavelength disagreement, within the experimental
errors, is observed with previously reported data.

II. The second way (fig. 3b) still performs the same gaussian fit for the resolved satellites (thin
line), but the Voigt profile of the resonance includes the 19 most prominent unresolved
dielectronic satellites (thick line), using again the atomic data of Bely-Dubau et al., the
Boltzmann-Saha equation and the Mewe's formula. Electron temperature T^, background,
peak position, width and intensity of the resonance are the free parameters. The ion
temperature Tj is obtained from the w linewidth, whereas the electron temperatures Tej and
T ^ are obtained from the relative intensities of the j and k dielectronic satellites with respect
to w.

m. The third way (fig. 3c) performs a complete Voigt function fit of the resonance, the 19 most
prominent unresolved dielectronic satellites (with n>2), and the 10 most prominent resolved
lines, including the n=2 dielectronic satellites t, a, s, q, k, r, j , the intercombination lines x
and y and the forbidden line z (thin line). Electron temperature Te, background,
He-like/Li-like titanium density ratio (which affects mainly the intensity of the satellites r
and q), peak position, width and intensity of the resonance are the free parameters. The
atomic data of Bely-Dubau et al., the Boltzmann-Saha equation and the Mewe's formula are
still used. The ion temperature Tj is obtained from the w linewidth.

In the latter way, the simulation of the total spectrum is satisfactory, with the exception of a
little discrepancy (in the order of 10-20%) for the x and y intensities, and a bad evaluation of the
z/w ratio which is systematically 4-6 times smaller than the experimental values. Since our aim
is to derive measurements of ion and electron temperatures, Titanium densities and poloidal
plasma rotations from the broadening, the intensity and the position of the resonance and from
the intensity of dielectronic and inner-shell satellites, the intensity of the z satellite calculated by
the Mewe's formula is artificially multiplied by a factor 5, and this strongly gives a better mesh
of the experimental data.

Concerning the x/w, y/w and z/w ratios, in the majority of the reported experiments they do not
agree with the theoretical predictions (see, e.g., the Section 4.3 of Ref [1], along with the
References quoted therein). As described in Refs [5] and [6], radiative and dielectronic
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Figure 3 - Best fit of the spectrum: a) Voigt function fit extending to half maximum at the long wavelength side
of the resonance line (thick line), and gaussian fit for the resolved satellites (thin line); b) Voigt function fit of

the resonance including the 19 most prominent unresolved dielectronic satellites (thick line), and gaussian fit for
the resolved satellites (thin line); c) complete Voigt function fit of the resonance, of the J 9 most prominent

unresolved dielectronic satellites, and of the 10 most prominent resolved lines.
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recombination of H-like ions contribute to w, x, y and z line intensities, whereas inner-shell
ionisation of Li-like ions only contributes to the z line intensity.

In FTU these effects on He-like Ti spectra have been recently considered [9], resulting in quite
correct simulations (within the estimated errors) of the x/w and y/w ratios, whereas the
simulated z/w ratio was 20-30% higher than the experimental one. To explain this last
discrepancy, a two-photon decay of the level Is2s 3Si has been proposed by Kato et al. [10],
nevertheless the branching ratio of this process was found to be less than 5xlO'4 in the analysis
of Bely and Faucher [11].

4 COMPARISON OF TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

The evolution of the main plasma parameters during the considered discharge is shown in
fig. 4. In fig. 5 the evolutions of Tj and Te with the three different fits are compared with Tj
from neutral particle analyser (NPA) and Te from electron cyclotron emission (ECE) and
Thomson scattering.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Time (s)

1.2 1.4 1.6

Figure 4 - Evolution of line electron density (ch. 3 and 4 ofDCN interferometer), plasma current and total ohmic
power during the shot 10459.
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Figure 5 - Te and T\ values from the crystal spectrometer during the shot 10459; T{from NPA and Tefrom both
ECE and Thomson scattering are also shown.

The first method produces the worst evaluation of both T, and Ted; Te; suffers from the blending
of j satellite with z line, and only Te^ seems acceptable. The second method produces an
acceptable evaluation of Tj, T^ and T^ , with the already seen incertainty for Tej. The best
agreement of the temperature values measured by the spectrometer and the other diagnostics, is
obtained with the third method, once the z intensity is systematically increased by a factor 5 as
previously described.
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5 SEARCH FOR POLOIDAL PLASMA ROTATION

Other tokamaks (JET) observed fast poloidal plasma rotations, with plasma velocities >103 m/s
during heating by neutral beam injection. To search for plasma poloidal rotations also in FTU
plasmas, space resolved spectra were recorded from different lines of sight with a 5 mm opened
slit, for shots extending from #10137 to 10459.

To increase signal to noise ratio, out of the 5 chords of 3 cm height possible for a single
acquisition, the first and second chords have been added, as well as the third, fourth and fifth
ones, and a longer integration time has been chosen when limited count numbers are available.
This produces two measurements of the peak position of the resonance line. Over the whole line
of sight viewed, these values have to be considered as produced by the plasma nearest to the
centre, since all line emissions observed peak strongly towards the plasma centre. Then, once
the weight of the single chord is considered, the first measurement corresponds to the center of
the plasma, whereas the second measurement corresponds to a point 5 cm lower with respect to
the center. A shift of the peak position of a single channel on the detector would correspond to a
relative velocity of 104 m/s.

Shifts of both peak positions always fell into a single channel in the x axis (fig. 6), with the
exception of those with a higher experimental error, due to a lower signal to noise ratio. This
excludes poloidal rotations with plasma velocities >2xlO4 m/s (a»0.4xl06 rad/s).

6 CONCLUSION

X-ray spectra of intrinsic He-like Titanium have been observed on the FTU tokamak by using a
space resolved crystal spectrometer with a slit between the crystal and a two dimensional
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Figure 6 - Peak position of the resonance line in some discharges for two different lines of sight. Circles: h=0 cm
(plasma centre); crosses: h=5 cm.
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detector. Five spectra along different lines of sight can be obtained at a maximum of 16 different
times in a single shot. Line identification is straightforward from previously published titanium
spectra. The spectra are least squares fitted with three different methods, and the values obtained
for ion and electron temperatures are compared with other diagnostics. The best method is a
complete Voigt fit of the profile including the resonance w, the 19 most prominent unresolved
dielectronic satellites (with n>2), the intercombination x and y lines, the forbidden line z, the
pure dielectronic resolved satellites (with n=2) and both the dielectronic and collisional satellite
q. Tj and Te values are in agreement with the values given by the standard FTU diagnostics.

Synthetic spectra built up by the total Voigt fit are compared with the experimental ones. For the
dielectronic satellites as well as for the intercombination lines x and y the simulations are
satisfactory, whereas for the forbidden line z the ratios from Mewe's formula are about 5 times
lower than the experimental values.

The shift of the peak position of the resonance in spectra recorded in different lines of view is
always into the experimental error, and this excludes poloidal rotations with plasma velocities
>2xl04m/s.
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